
ANIMATED BUREAU CREATURE

Perception +1; darkvision 
Languages — 

Skills +0 
Str +1, Dex –3, Con +2, Int –5, Wis –5, Cha –5

AC 16 (13 when broken), TAC 11 (10 when broken); construct armor; Fort +5, Ref +1, Will +1
HP 10; Hardness 5; Immunities asleep, bleed, disease, death effects, enervated, enfeebled, healing, mental, necromancy, nonlethal attacks,

paralysis, poison, stun
Construct Armor As animated broom.
Speed 20 feet 

Melee drawer +7, Damage 2d4 +1 bludgeoning
Ranged drawer +5 (range increment 20 feet), Damage 2d4+1 bludgeoning

Drawers An animated bureau has six drawers. It can fire a drawer as a ranged attack and can make melee attacks as long as it has at
least one drawer remaining. A creature can attempt to pull a drawer free with a Grapple action, making that drawer inanimate. An
animated bureau’s drawers often contain treasure or other items of interest.
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IMP CREATURE

Perception +5; greater darkvision 
Languages Common, Infernal; telepathy 100 feet 
Skills +1; Acrobatics +6, Arcana +6, Deception +7, Religion +6 
Str –1, Dex +3, Con +0, Int +1, Wis +1, Cha +2

AC 15, TAC 14; Fort +2, Ref +5, Will +4
HP 13, fast healing 1; Immunities fire; Resistances physical 3 (except silver), poison 5; Weaknesses good 3
Speed 20 feet, fly 30 feet 

Melee stinger +7, Damage 1d4–1 plus imp venom

Change Shape (concentrate, divine, polymorph, transmutation)
The monster changes its shape indefinitely. It can use this action again to return to its natural shape or adopt a new shape. Unless
otherwise noted, a monster cannot use Change Shape to appear as a specific individual. Using Change Shape counts as creating a
disguise for the Impersonate use of Deception. The monster’s transformation automatically defeats Perception DCs to determine
whether the creature is a member of the race into which it transformed, and it gains a +4 conditional bonus to its Deception DC to
prevent others from seeing through its disguise.

Change Shape abilities specify what shapes the monster can adopt. The monster doesn’t gain any special abilities of the new shape,
only its physical form. In each shape, it replaces its normal Speeds and Strikes, and might potentially change its senses or size. Any
changes are listed in its stat block.

Boar size Medium; scent 30 feet; Speed 40 feet; tusk Strike +6 for 1d8 piercing
Giant Spider size Medium; tremorsense 40 feet; Speed 25 feet; climb Speed 25 feet; fangs Strike +6 for 1d4 piercing plus 1d4
poison
Rat scent 30 feet; Speed 20 feet; jaws Strike +7 (agile) for 1 piercing
Raven scent 30 feet; Speed 10 feet; fly Speed 40 feet; beak Strike +7 for 1 piercing

Divine Innate Spells DC 15, attack +7; Constant detect magic; 4th charm, read omens; 2nd augury; At Will invisibility (can target only
itself); Cantrips produce flame (1st)

Imp Venom (poison) Saving Throw Fortitude DC 15; Maximum Duration 6 rounds; Stage 1 1d6 poison and sluggish 1 (1 round); Stage 2
1d6 poison damage, sluggish 1, and slowed 1 (1 round)
Infernal Temptation (divine, concentrate, enchantment, evil, fortune)
Frequency Once per day

Effect The imp offers a non-fiend within 15 feet a bargain, granting a boon of good luck for 1 hour if the creature accepts. If the
creature dies while the boon is in place, its soul travels to Hell, where it is bound for eternity and unable to be raised or
resurrected by any means short of miracle or similarly powerful magic. One time during the hour, the creature that accepts this boon
can roll twice on an attack roll or saving throw and take the higher result.
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AIR MEPHIT CREATURE

Perception +4; darkvision 
Languages Auran 

Skills –1; Acrobatics +8, Stealth +8 
Str +1, Dex +4, Con +0, Int –3, Wis +0, Cha +0

AC 17, TAC 17; Fort +2, Ref +6, Will +3
HP 12; Immunities asleep, critical hits, paralysis, poison, precision, stun

Disperse

Trigger The air elemental takes damage from a hostile source.
Effect The air elemental disperses. Until the end of the current turn, it can’t be attacked or targeted and doesn’t take up space. At the
end of the turn, the elemental re-forms in any square within 10 feet of where it where it dispersed.
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Speed  80 feet; swiftness 
Melee  gust +7 (reach 10 feet), Damage  1d4 bludgeoning

Swiftness  An air elemental’s movement doesn’t trigger reactions.

EARTH MEPHIT CREATURE

Perception +5; darkvision 
Languages Terran 

Skills –1; Athletics +6, Stealth +4 
Str +3, Dex –1, Con +2, Int –3, Wis +0, Cha –1

AC 16, TAC 12; Fort +5, Ref +2, Will +4
HP 18; Immunities asleep, critical hits, paralysis, poison, precision, stun
Earthbound When not touching solid ground, an earth elemental is slowed 1 and can’t take reactions.
Speed 20 feet, burrow 20 feet (earth glide) 

Melee fist +6, Damage 1d4+3 bludgeoning
Earth Glide The elemental can burrow through dirt and stone at its full burrow Speed, leaving no tunnels or signs of its passing.
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FIRE MEPHIT CREATURE

Perception +5; darkvision 
Languages Ignan 

Skills –1; Acrobatics +6 
Str +1, Dex +2, Con +0, Int –3, Wis +0, Cha +0

AC 15, TAC 15; Fort +4, Ref +5, Will +3
HP 21, explosion; Immunities asleep, critical hits, fire, paralysis, poison, precision, stun; Weaknesses cold 3, water 3
Explosion (fire) When the elemental dies, it explodes, dealing 2d4 fire damage to all creatures in a 5-foot aura (Reflex DC 14 half,
double damage on a critical failure, no damage on a critical success).

Speed 40 feet 
Melee tendril +7, Damage 1d4+1 fire and 1d4 persistent fire

Water Weakness When this creature is doused with water, either through a spell or some other effect (such as pouring a bucket of
water over it) it takes damage equal to its water weakness value. If it starts its turn within water, it also takes that amount of
damage.
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WATER MEPHIT CREATURE

Perception +5; darkvision 
Languages Aquan 

Skills –1; Athletics +6, Stealth +4 
Str +1, Dex +2, Con +1, Int –3, Wis +0, Cha +0

AC 15, TAC 15; Fort +4, Ref +5, Will +3
HP 20; Immunities asleep, critical hits, paralysis, poison, precision, stun; Resistances fire 3
Vortex (aura, water) 15 feet. Water in the aura and also in the same body of water as the elemental is difficult terrain for swimming
creatures that do not have the water trait. Waterbound When not touching water, a water elemental is slowed 1 and can’t take
reactions.

Speed 15 feet, swim 50 feet 
Melee wave +7, Damage 1d6+1 bludgeoning plus Push 5 feet
Drench (abjuration, arcane) The elemental puts out all fires within 5 feet. It extinguishes all nonmagical fires automatically, and
attempts to dispel any magical fire (as dispel magic, spell roll +5).
Push

Requirements The monster’s last action was a success with an attack that lists Push in its damage entry.
Effect The monster automatically knocks the target away from the monster. Unless otherwise noted in the ability description, the
creature is pushed 5 feet. If the attack was a critical hit, this distance is doubled.
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QUASIT CREATURE

Perception +4; darkvision 
Languages Abyssal, Common 

Skills +1; Acrobatics +4, Arcana +6, Deception +6, Diplomacy +4, Planar Lore +6, Religion +6, Stealth +5 
Str –1, Dex +2, Con +0, Int +0, Wis +1, Cha +0

AC 15, TAC 14; Fort +2, Ref +5, Will +4
HP 26; Weaknesses cold iron 3, good 3, sonic 3
Abyssal Knowledge When a quasit Aids an ally with an Arcana, Planar Lore, or Religion check, any result that is a success is instead a
critical success and any result that is a failure is instead a critical failure.

Speed 15 feet, fly 40 feet 
Melee claw +7 (agile), Damage 1d4–1 slashing plus quasit venom

Divine Innate Spells DC 15; 4th read omens; 1st fear; At Will detect alignment (good only), invisibility (self only); Cantrips detect magic

Abyssal Healing (concentrate, divine, healing, necromancy) The quasit restores 1d4 HP to itself.
Change Shape (concentrate, divine, polymorph, transmutation)
The monster changes its shape indefinitely. It can use this action again to return to its natural shape or adopt a new shape. Unless
otherwise noted, a monster cannot use Change Shape to appear as a specific individual. Using Change Shape counts as creating a
disguise for the Impersonate use of Deception. The monster’s transformation automatically defeats Perception DCs to determine
whether the creature is a member of the race into which it transformed, and it gains a +4 conditional bonus to its Deception DC to
prevent others from seeing through its disguise.

Change Shape abilities specify what shapes the monster can adopt. The monster doesn’t gain any special abilities of the new shape,
only its physical form. In each shape, it replaces its normal Speeds and Strikes, and might potentially change its senses or size. Any
changes are listed in its stat block.

Bat echolocation 40 feet; Speed 15 feet, fly Speed 30 feet; fangs Strike +7 for 1d4–1 piercing, wing Strike +7 (agile) for 1d4–1
bludgeoning
Centipede Speed 10 feet, climb Speed 10 feet; mandibles Strike +7 for 1 piercing plus 1d4 poison
Toad scent 30 feet; Speed 5 feet; jaws Strike +7 for 1 bludgeoning
Wolf size Medium; scent 30 feet; Speed 40 feet, climb Speed 10 feet; jaws Strike +7 for 1d6+1 piercing plus Knockdown

Quasit Venom (poison) Saving Throw Fortitude DC 15; Maximum Duration 6 rounds; Stage 1 1d4 poison (1 round); Stage 2 As stage 1;
Stage 3 1d4 poison and slowed 1 (1 round).
Knockdown

Requirements The monster’s last action was a success with an attack that lists Knockdown in its damage entry.
Effect The monster automatically knocks the target prone.
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